Irina Gheorghe
selected works 2009-2021

Irina Gheorghe works primarily with performance,
in combination with installation, drawing,
sound or video, to address the tensions which
appear in the attempt to speak about things
beyond our possibilities of observation, from
extraterrestrial life to hypothetical planets.

Irina Gheorghe has also been working with Alina
Popa since 2009 as part of the artist duo The
Bureau of Melodramatic Research to investigate
how passions shape contemporary society, as
well as our affective relationship to an unhuman
universe.

Solo shows and projects include Methods for
the Study of What Is Not There at Künstlerhaus
Bremen (2021), Betraying the Senses, or How
to Speak of What Is Not There at Project Arts
Centre, Dublin (2020), All the Things Which
Are Not Here at Swimming Pool, Sofia (2019) and
Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What Is Not
There at the Romanian Cultural Institute, Berlin
(2018). Solo performances include: Preliminary
Remarks on the Study of What Is Not There,
shown among others at the Grazer Kunstverein
(2021) and Changing Room Berlin (2019); Foreign
Language for Beginners at Chapter Thirteen/
Glasgow International (2018), and The Way to
Go at eXplore Dance Festival Bucharest (2016).

Bureau performances include Lessons on Anything
at TRAFO Gallery, Budapest (2017), The Game of
Giving and Asking for Reasons at MNAC Bucharest
(2016), Above the Weather at MNAC Bucharest
(2016) and Protect Your Heart at Work at Times
Museum Guangzhou (2016).

Selected group shows include Secret Language at
Ivan Gallery Bucharest (2021), Surveillé·e·s at
Solstice Arts Centre, Navan (2019), The Landis
Museum at CCA Derry (2018), The Heart Is Deceitful
above All Things at HOME Manchester (2015),
Parasite and Mimicry at CAC Vilnius (2014).

Selected Bureau solo shows include Heartbeat
Detection Systems at Suprainfinit Gallery
Bucharest (forthcoming, 2021), Alien Passions
at Skolska 28, Prague (2014) and The Bureau
of Melodramatic Research: Official Launch at
Galeria Posibila, Bucharest (2009).
Selected group shows include Becoming My
Extinction at Suprainfinit Gallery Bucharest
(2019), The Return of Memory at HOME Manchester
(2017), From Bandung to Berlin at Savvy
Contemporary Berlin (2016), Feminism is Politics
at Pratt Manhattan Gallery New York (2016),
South by Southeast at Times Museum Guangzhou,
To the Reader at bak Utrecht (2013), Good Girls
at the National Museum of Contemporary Art
Bucharest (2013).

THE SECOND WALK (2021)
sound work (audio walk)

Audio postcards from seven artists in their
neighbourhoods.
Déambulations is an audio walk series launched by
CCI in March 2021. One of the quiet consequences
of restricted movement this last year has been
a shift in our perceptions of the perimeters
of place, locality and home. These moments of
‘staying put’ have brought heightened awareness
of seasonality, the behavioural patterns
of neighbours, biodiversity, multi-species
throughways, soundscapes, accessibility and
public amenities as well as natural and built
environments.
Seven artists from different approaches and
practices have been invited to create audio
routes through their local neighbourhoods in
different European cities.
The Second Walk is available online here:
https://www.centreculturelirlandais.com/en/
agenda/deambulations

Part of the project Déambulations: keeping
the ground of our being, co-curated by Fiona
Hallinan and Nora Hickey M’Sichili, Centre
Culturel Irlandais Paris

METHODS FOR THE STUDY OF WHAT IS NOT THERE
solo exhibition, Künstlerhaus Bremen
September 2021

ALL THW THINGS WHICH ARE NOT THERE (2021)
site specific installation (facade paint on
asphalt)

For the exhibition Common Ground, in correlation
with the performance Preliminary Remarks on
the Study of What Is Not There, a new iteration
of the installation All the Things Which Are
Not There was realised. In response to the
specific architecture of the location, the work
took the form of a large floor painting across
the grounds which disappears gradually over
the course of the exhibition due to abrasion
and weather conditions.

Produced for the group exhibition ‘Common
Ground’ curated by Eva Berendes and Andrea
van Reimersdahl at Atelier Gardens / Berliner
Union Film Ateliers (BUFA) Berlin, DE, 2021

PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON THE STUDY OF WHAT IS
NOT THERE
(2017-ongoing)
performance and mixed media installation

We have, over here,
things which are not here which are,
and, over here, we have
things which are not here, which are not.
In addition to these we have, somewhere over
here,
things of which we cannot say whether they are
or they are not.
The “Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What
Is Not There” set the ground for the study
of the unobservable. Of all the things which
are not there, which are the ones which are
and which are the ones which are not? How
many things are there, which are not there,
and what are the most appropriate methods to
study them? The project brings together art,
philosophy, science and the occult in search
of things which have been and of things which
have not been, of things which could be and
of things which could not be. The performance
maps the whole range of things which are not
present in the space, and the installation
becomes a toolbox for this exploration.

All the Things Which Are Not There,
installation view, Swimming Pool, Sofia, 2019

ROUTES TO WHAT IS NOT THERE (2020)
sound work (audio walk)

The audio intervention guides the visitor’s
movement on invisible paths through the
exhibition space. The experience of that which
is present is shaped by that which is not,
while the imagination of things not present is
confronted with the awareness of the physical
space around. Where does one place oneself in
relation to what is not there and how precise
can this placement be? How can distances be
measured if visibility cannot provide support?
Through the participation of the visitors, the
sonic routes become embodied actions, drawing
new trajectories through the room.
Soundcloud link (ENG):
https://soundcloud.com/irinagheorghe-408019794/routes-to-what-is-notthere-2020

First shown as part of Larisa Crunteanu’s
exhibition ‘Do It by Heart’ at the National
Museum of Contemporary Art Bucharest, RO,
November 2020

ALL THE THINGS WHICH ARE NOT THERE (2018-ongoing)
installation

The installation brings together maps of
things which were not present in the previous
locations in which the performance took
place, as tape drawings scattered in space,
schematically layering fragments of previous
scores. The maps are built around precise colour
codes, starting from the primary colours,
whose various degrees of mixing correspond to
a gradual categorization of the realm of the
unobservable.
The installation is a mental space which has
become physical. The aim, however, is not to
make things which are not there, somehow,
be there; as soon as this happens, they no
longer are things which are not there, they
have become things which are there, so our
endeavour has failed. The shapes scattered
in space create a disjointed temporality; the
‘now’ of the present becomes distorted by its
other ‘nows’.

All the Things Which Are Not Here,
installation view, Project Arts Center,
Dublin 2020 and Swimming Pool Sofia, 2019

All the Things Which Are Not Here,
installation, Project Arts Center, 2020

All the Things Which Are Not Here,
installation, Project Arts Center, 2020

All the Things Which Are Not Here,
installation, Swimming Pool Sofia, 2019

All the Things Which Are Not Here,
installation, Swimming Pool Sofia, 2019

All the Things Which Are Not There,
installation, Romanian Cultural Institute Berlin, 2018

All the Things Which Are Not There,
installation, Romanian Cultural Institute Berlin, 2018

PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON THE STUDY OF WHAT IS
NOT THERE (2017-ongoing)
performance

The performance creates a detailed map of all
the things which are not present in each space
in which it is shown, from things which are to
things which are not, from things which could
be to things which could not be. It develops
as a guided tour through this map, of which
both the space and the spectator become part.
In this sense it is a site-specific work,
not because it is tied to one space only but
because it responds to each space differently,
drawing a new map every time. Previous spaces
in which the performance took place also become
invisible presences in this mapping.

Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What
Is Not There, performance, Inter-Format
Symposium, Nida Art Colony, 2019

Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What Is Not There,
performance, Project Arts Center, 2020

Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What
Is Not There, performance, Changing Room
and Romanian Cultural Institute, Berlin,
2019

METHODS FOR THE STUDY OF WHAT IS NOT THERE
(2018-ongoing)
series of 10 photographs
inkjet print from 35mm negative

The photographic work “Methods for the Study
of What Is Not There” presents another layer
of the performance score, as a series stylised
gestures. Once the live event has passed, it
cannot be accessed again in its originary
form; in the same way, realities that are
not present cannot be made present without a
change in their nature. Actions of measuring,
classifying or dividing, which belong to
scientific methodology, are now placed in
relation to an absence. They become elements
in a discontinuous process which cannot claim
the more grounded character of knowledge
produced about observable realities. The
photographs translate the systematic approach
taken by the tape cartography into a serial
photographic method, increasing the contrast
between a rigorous investigation and a not
fully graspable object of research.

Methods for the Study of What is Not There,
series of 10 photographs,
inkjet print from 35 mm negative,
2019

Methods for the Study of What is Not There,
series of 10 photographs,
inkjet print from 35 mm negative,
2019

All the Things Which Are Not There at the
Kunci Cultural studies center, tape on table,
2018

INSTRUMENTS FOR THE STUDY OF WHAT IS NOT
THERE (2018)
photographic print and painted wooden sticks

The work consists of a photograph of the
studio desk and 8 painted wooden sticks. The
desk is the space of that which was not
realised and of that which has not been
realised yet. The sticks belong to the
unrealised
space
of
the
performance
Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What is
Not There, objects which were supposed to
be used but never were. They were invisible
instruments and scores which never left the
studio,
but
also
involve
an
element
of anticipation: they might become props
in a yet to be realised performance. They
are
the
conditional
past
of
the
performance, its “could
have
been”, but
also the space of the
conditional,
its
“might be”. In the same way, the desk is
the “could have been” and the “might be”
of the whole project. The
work
addresses
the unaccomplished,
hypothetical side of
a series
of
works
dealing
with
unaccomplished, hypothetical realities.

Instruments for the Study of What Is Not
There, installation, Romanian Cultural
Institute Berlin, 2018

MA-TE-MA (2019)
game, photographic series

Using a childrens’ game, MA-TE-MA explores the
way abstract procedures in the space of the
mind become physical objects, and the actions
we might develop to engage with them. In the
same way the installation All the Things Which
Are Not There constructs imaginary geographies
as
concrete
environments,
MA-TE-MA
uses
abstract mathematical shapes as objects to be
manipulated.

MA-TE-MA (2019)
game and series of four photographic prints,
installation view as part of “All the Things Which Are Not Here”,
solo exhibition at Swimming Pool, Sofia, 2019

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FOR BEGINNERS (2015-ongoing)
performance and site-specific installation
(notebooks, screen prints, photographic
prints, tape)

The long term project Foreign Language for
Beginners comes out of research into the history
of an attempted contact with extraterrestrial
intelligence.
It consists of a performance, a site-specific
installation and a series of tape collages on
paper. The installation uses materials from
the production process of the performance
(photographs from previous versions, scores
from studio notebooks) but it is not a
documentation itself. Rather, there are gaps
and disjunctions between the live event and
the exhibition which follows or predates it,
in the same way the hypothetical moment of a
first contact can never be perfectly comprised
in either its preparation or its aftermath.

Foreign Language for Beginners, installation
view, in ‘The Landis Museum’, CCA Derry, 2018

Scores for First Contact in the group exhibition Secret
Language, Ivan Gallery Bucharest, RO, 2021

Foreign Language for Beginners,
site-specific installation, Project Arts Center
Dublin, 2020

Foreign Language for Beginners,
site-specific installation, Project Arts Center
Dublin, 2020

Foreign Language for Beginners,
site-specific installation, in The Landis Museum,
CCA Derry, 2018

Scores for First Contact, screen print, 2017

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FOR BEGINNERS (2015-ongoing)
performance and scores

Foreign Language for Beginners explores the
dynamics and history of a potential first
contact as the ultimate performance by way of
speech, sound and movement. It’s a guide of
conversation with the world outside the word
by way of word, inside a room.
The performance starts with simple messages
that were composed and gathered by the SETI
Institute to be sent into outer space. As
the performance progresses, the mode of
address, the language and the situation become
increasingly uncanny.

Foreign Language for Beginners, performance,
in ‘The Lost Letters: between the White Cube
and the Black Box’, Atelier 35, Bucharest,
2015

Scores for First Contact, photographic
prints, 2017

SCORES FOR FIRST CONTACT (2018-ongoing)
tape on paper, 35x50 cm

The series of tape collages is the most recent
body of work within the project Foreign
Language for Beginners. It expands the themes
in the performance and installation to create
an abstract language for alien communication.
Unlike the scores from the studio notebooks,
which reflect the structure of the performance,
the collages are no longer tied to an existing
event and become open scripts, in which new
alien languages develop and proliferate.

THE ATTACK OF THE LATERAL: SEVERAL WAYS TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE
IMPRECISION (2015)
video-performance

This is a series of actions recorded on video
shot at various locations following the instructions below:
Look out there.
Find a location whose structure is appropriate for the intended purpose.
Make sure the structure has no particular usage, an ambivalent usage, or a usage that is
no longer known.
Carry out an action which leaves a trace.
Make sure the trace is mininal and ephemeral.
Carry out an action which leaves no trace.
Leave the spot.
The character, wearing a long black overcoat,
appears at the entrance of a metro station
called PRECIZIEI (Precision) with a ladder.
She climbs up the ladder and, using thin black
tape, adds the letters IM at the beginning
of the station’s name, thus changing it to
IMPRECIZIEI
(Imprecision).
According
to
accounts by local witnesses, two weeks later
the two extra letters were still there.

THE ATTACK OF THE LATERAL: SEVERAL WAYS TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE
SHED (2017)
video-performance

A character, wearing a long black overcoat, is
trying to bring a burning candle from point A
to point B. In the course of the journey, the
wind blows out the candle. The character has to
go back to the initial point, light the candle
again, and proceed on the same route. Once
again, because of the wind, the candle goes
out. Once again, the character returns, and
proceeds again. The action goes on repeatedly
until the candle reaches point B.

TRANSELECTRIC (2015)
mixed-media installation (video, photography, artist book, wood,
tape)

Transelectric is a parascientific study which
brings together the Politehnica University in
Bucharest, the Science and Technology Almamac
and the metro station Precision (previously
Industries). Transelectric is placed at the
occult borders of the exact sciences and explores the unclear zones in which they are
invaded by the inexact, the unknown and the
irrational. It is a study of aesthetic engineering and poetic technology which questions
the position of artistic practice between “realist” disciplines and the humanities, between
the unhuman real and the unreal human. The
transelectric methodology includes criptoaritmetics, laterology and paraenergetics, deploys an armamentarium of secrecy and enjoys
the grace of Saint Five, the protector of Politehnica.

Transelectric, mixed media installation, in
‘Heroism Rises in a Warehouse’, Salonul de
Proiecte, Bucharest, 2015

UNTITLED (SMALL TOOLBOX) (2015)
artist book

Compiled from the archives of the Science and
Technology Almanac, published in Romania as
a supplement to the Science and Technology
Magazine between 1945-1989, the book is a
collection of articles selected around the theme
of secrecy. It has no title and no commentary,
following the model of an occult manual. With
subjects ranging from methods of surveillance
to tricks of dissimulation, from technological
espioanage to crypto-arythmetic exercises, the
articles assemble an armamentarium of mystery
extracted from fields aiming to reveal the
unknowns of the universe.

Untitled, as exhibited in ‘Transelectric’,
mixed media installation, ‘Heroism Rises in a
Warehouse’, Salonul de Proiecte, Bucharest,
2015

THE ATTACK OF THE LATERAL: SEVERAL WAYS TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE
SIGNALS (2014)
video-performance

The character, wearing a long black overcoat,
appears on an unidentified beach. She uses
movements of the arms to send what appears to
be a series of messages, aimed at undetected
recipient somewhere in the distance. The messages contain elements belonging to several
communication systems, but their meaning has
not been deciphered.
Watch the film here:
https://vimeo.com/117411278

THE ATTACK OF THE LATERAL: SEVERAL WAYS TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE
BORDER (2014)
video-performance
The character, wearing a long black overcoat, appears at the border between Lithuania and Kaliningrad. The border is situated
in a remote beach area and is unguarded. The
character is painstakingly carrying a stack
of long sticks. Gradually, a second border is
built, one meter in from the original border.
An empty area is created in between the two
borders.
Watch the film here:
https://vimeo.com/114674871

JOHN, YOU LIKE HER, DON’T YOU? (2015)
mixed-media installation (photographic prints, notebooks, framed
poster)

The project centers on a collection of files
that I compiled with Sabina, my school friend,
between 1994 and 1996 in Ploiesti, Romania.
Gathered in a notebook and several additional
documents, it contains extensive information
on 100 subjects, all of whom were older boys
from the local school we were attending who
we believed were the best looking guys in the
school. As stated in the notebook, the whole
enterprise was regarded as the beginning of
a detective/spy career and was treated with
all the seriousness of intelligence gathering,
with the whole range of investigation methods
proper to the pre-internet period. These varied
from eavesdropping in the corridor, following
the subjects home and talking to their
neighbours to find out addresses and other
family information, and using a coded sign
language in the schoolyard that would allow
us to spend time in their proximity without
revealing the nature or scale of our interest
in them. All the data gathered, together
with the respective methods that led to its
collection, was pedantically registered.

John, You Like Her, Don’t You? (2015),
installation view in ‘The Heart is Deceitful
Above All Things’, HOME Manchester (2015)

LESSONS ON ANYTHING (2017)
lecture-performance

Using the table as a stage to set
up
controversies
on
contemporary
philosophical ideas and argue about
the latest pop songs, the Bureau of
Melodramatic Research will make a
dialogue-performance where the phone
is a speaker, smalltalk a script, and
sometimes nothing at all. Where your
side of the table is a representation and
my side the real world and vice versa,
the napkin a world and the teaspoon
a thought. Like Flaubert’s characters
Bouvard and Pécuchet, the Bureau agents
are experts in anything, from melodrama
to philosophy - and in the end they are
just complex copies, redundant to one
another. The same half, repeated.
Audience is free to join, eavesdrop,
check their feeds, sneak out of the
bar. On this stage, they can choose to
be free as in a museum, engaged as in
the theater.

Lessons on Anything, part of ‘Thought
Sculpture’ lecture performance series,
Trafó House of Contemporary Arts,
Budapest (2017)

THE GAME OF GIVING AND ASKING FOR REASONS
(2016)
performance

On Bertold Brecht’s bedside table lay
a pulp novel, whose covers suggest a
crime story. I open the book and read
between the lines: “In fact, in this
paradise… on the smallest change in
price of the most essential means of
subsistence, a change in the number of
deaths and crimes”. The cover drops and
reveals Marx’s Das Kapital. High-brow
cloaked in cheap thrills.
In The Game of Giving and Asking for
Reasons, two piles of books stand next
to each other: a tower of sentimental
literature and one of philosophy. Two
performers stand side by side and read
out loud from each book. The routes
of romance and metaphysics mingle:
the performance of thinking veils the
performance
of
sentimentality,
the
performance of sentimentality obstructs
the performance of thinking. Words cover
each other, reasons lie over reasons.
Philosophy is cloaked in tears, sighs
overflow sense. Two new piles of books
grow, compete, copy each other’s shape.

The Game of Giving and Asking for
Reasons, in ‘The House is Looking
for an Admiral to Rent’, curated by
Marie Bechetoille, National Museum of
Contemporary Art Bucharest, Romania
(2016)

ABOVE THE WEATHER (2016)
video, 11 min - BMR work

Above the Weather, the third part of
the Alien Passions trilogy, takes the
form of a road movie set in the
atmosphere
of
a
classical
50’s
Hollywood melodrama, shot against a
background of industrial scenery from
today’s
Romania,
with
shabby oil
pumps and derelict gas tanks. It makes
reference to Douglas Sirk’s Written
on the Wind (1957), taking the title
literally,
and
hinting
at
the
immaterial aspects of weather, and
to the materiality of emotions, to
the
circuit linking affective and
natural climates. It is a play on
different temporalities, and follows
how
the
end
of
humanity
is
recontextualized
across
different
epochs – a 20’s poem by Sara Teasdale
on extinction, a 50’s nuclear SF
radio show, and the 80’s Turkish
Eurovision song Petrol.

Above the Weather was shown
Dark Side of Nature, National
of Contemporary Art Bucharest
BIEFF film festival Bucharest
etc.

in The
Museum
(2016);
(2016);

LOVEGOLD: A COSMIC COOKING SHOW (2013)
performance and video
20 min

Lovegold is a cooking show about cosmic
cooking as a model for today’s materialimmaterial economy which does not start
or end with the human element.
Cooking is the new alchemy. Cooking,
just like alchemy, never ends. It goes
on endlessly and doesn’t even end with
food. It doesn’t matter what is cooked
but how we are being cooked through our
own thoughts and feelings.
We are part of a vast chemical paradigm,
just a small cog in the big wheel of
cosmic cooking. Material and immaterial
are a continuum and transform one
another, and we take love and gold to
form a new chemical composite, which has
the dual character of today’s economy.

Lovegold: A Cosmic Cooking Show, in
‘To the Reader’, curated by Benjamin
Fallon, bak Utrecht, 2013

PROTECT YOUR HEART AT WORK (2012)
performance and video
25 min

In the postindustrial economy the
commodities are intangible: a feeling of
well-being, the personal satisfaction,
a sense of uniqueness and individuality,
connectedness and protection. We produce
emotions, trade in knowledge, invest
on the market of ideas, speculate on
compassion and monopolize happiness.
Buy for a smile, sell for a laught.
Affectivity, knowledge, communication,
social skills, kinship, creativity,
human contact, proximity, forms of life
are at the heart of the mechanisms of
production and valorization today.
Under the present conditions, there is
a high need to update the protection
rules at the workplace. Since the
workplace is everywhere and we embody
the work, these rules become more and
more important. What are the ergonomics
of
contemporary
emotional
work?
How to avoid the repetitive strain
injuries caused by recurrent smiling,
compassionate inflections of the voice,
endless nodding? We need new protection
today because we no longer have a job,
we are the job.

Protect Your Heart at Work, Technical
Museum, Palace of Science and Culture
Warsaw (2012)

CRY-BABY: HOW TO WIN HEARTS AND INFLUENCE
PEOPLE (2010-2011)
performance and booklet

Being interested in the circuit of
emotions, the Bureau of Melodramatic
Research
recognizes
the
antihierarchical potential of cry-babies weeping as a form of resistance, but
also its manipulative purpose with the
aim of producing consent. BMR proposes
a new etiquette, the Cry-Baby Guide.
This new guide turns to onion, as a
natural catalyst for these socially
forbidden eruptions in the public space.
The new school of lachrymatory practice
aims at breaking the alleged monopoly
of emotional secretions and promotes
reflex tears as a form of countercrying, a protest which doesn’t end but
start with tear gas.

Cry-Baby, performance, Perla-Mode
message salon, Zurich (2011)

GROSS NATIONAL HEEL (2010)
performance, printed graphics on paper

Moldova’s Gross National Income is one
of the lowest in Europe. The economic
crevasse at the EU border is countered
by wider railway lines and higher heels
worn on women’s stilettos. While the
financial situation is extremely uneven
across the ex-soviet territory, the
train lines and the bodily elevation
of the female population are rather
constant,
responding
to
invisible
biometrics.
BMR has chosen several locations in
Chisinau
to
collect
numeric
data
regarding the height of the heels, thus
warning against a lacuna in the official
statistics. The results of the survey
will be displayed in place of origin,
in the form of a graphic of the heel
height variation in time. This will
be shown both in the public space and
in the state institutions situated in
the immediacy of the studied area. BMR
recognises an institutional disregard
of the relevance of such data. In the
spotlight are: The Romanian Embassy, The
Stock Exchange, The National Commission
for the Financial Market, The State
University, The Center for Contemporary
Art [KSA:K].
All the graphics will eventually be
displayed in the proximity of the
National Bureau of Statistics of Moldova,
who have refused collaboration with
the Bureau of Melodramatic Research,
therefore the presentation will take
place in the public space.

CREATIVITY COUNSELLING FOR ARTISTS
(2010)
performance

The deadline race, the competition for
residences, biennials and funding are
constantly inflating the creativitybubble which has been the pride of
the years 2000. Artists, curators and
other cultural workers are all lending
a helping hand. For whom should we use
our creative potential and who profits
from the generated surplus-value?
Any curiosity regarding the origins
of the much-touted creativity leads us
straight to the right-brain activity,
mainly responsible for emotions – the
very object of the Bureau’s research.
How do we place ourselves on the
neurobiological map of contemporary
politics? And how to use emotions
correctly and efficiently to respond to
the generalized creative imperative?
The Bureau of Melodramatic Research
provides creativity counselling services
for all those interested. The sessions
are open to all the artists and other
actors on the local cultural scene who
feel that the role attributed to them
by the contemporary society, those of
seismographs, needs further training.
Give up your glittering portfolios, the
namedropping mantras and institutional
talismans and join BMR’S treatment
sessions!

Creativity Counselling for Artists,
CCA Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw (2010)

GHIRTOIU / STANESCU ARCHIVE (2009)
installation

The beginning
The mention of a private archive
containing
35
mm
footage
in
Mr.
Ghirtoiu’s obituary, recently published
in a local newspaper, has revealed the
roots of a yet unknown women’s movement
involved in producing independent films
in Romania during the 40’s.
The two initiators, Mona and Lisa
Stanescu, were also playing the lead
roles of these lost films, which
stylistically mimic Hollywood classic
melodrama and film noir. However, the
backdrop seems to be real, diverting
the artificial studio system of the
American model through a keen touch of
documentary. A collection of film stills
exclusively featuring the two women has
been preserved, but couldn’t be exactly
dated due to lack of information. Or so
it seemed at that point in time.

Ghirtoiu / Stanescu Archive, The
Return of Memory, HOME Manchester
(2017)

